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Pathways2Teaching founder Margarita Bianco
The teacher shortage in the United States is a growing topic of discussion in communities,
state education departments, school boards and media reports. ?Crisis? is the word most
often used to describe the situation. In Colorado, some estimates note that about 3,000 more
teachers are needed, and the problem is particularly acute in rural and urban districts.
CU?s Colleges of Education on our campuses in Boulder, Colorado Springs and Denver are
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solutions. I recently took CU Boulder [6] College of Education dean Kathy Schultz to The
Pathways2Teaching
Daniels Fund, one of our strong supporters and partners, to share information
and determine
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ways we can make a dent in the shortage, particularly in rural schools.
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The problem can be daunting, but I am encouraged by some of our efforts,Donate
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by one of our top faculty members. Dr. Margarita Bianco, who earned CU?sgrad
Timmerhaus
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Teaching Ambassador Award this year, leads the Pathways2Teaching [7] program,
visit
[5] in its eighth
attracts high school students from low-income and rural districts to teaching.
Now
year, it has engaged nearly 450 students from six school districts in Colorado, including
Denver Public Schools. Bianco is an associate professor in the School of Education and
Human Development at CU Denver [8].
Bianco?s innovative ?grow your own? program not only addresses the shortage of teachers,
but also the significant lack of teacher diversity. Its motto, ?You can't be who you can?t see,?
emerged from her own experience growing up in New York City, where she rarely saw a

teacher who was an ethnic minority.
Pathways2Teaching allows high school juniors and seniors to get an inside look at the
profession and earn college credit along the way. They learn about the teaching profession
and some of the issues particular to low-income and rural schools, especially how social
inequities affect the teaching workforce. It can sometimes be a tough sell, enticing students to
make a career in the kinds of schools many are trying to escape.
Yet Bianco makes good use of her undergraduate and graduate students at CU Denver to
provide the very thing needed by many of the students the program serves -- mentors and
role models. In turn, the high school students in the program work with middle school and
elementary school students to get a better sense of issues and to serve as role models
themselves. The program also works with local communities, where people best understand
their unique challenges and issues, engaging them as a resource to build the teacher
workforce.
Bianco exemplifies the spirit of CU?s Timmerhaus Teaching Ambassador Award. In addition
to her work with Pathways2Teaching, she will spend the next two years sharing her
experiences with faculty at CU and around the country [5], as well as with K-12 teachers and
school districts. She spent time this summer working with schools in Nashville on a version of
Pathways2Teaching. We were happy to feature her in our new podcast series [7], CU on the Air
[9], and I would encourage you to listen to Bianco describe her work in her own words.
The teacher shortage won't be solved by any big-bang initiatives, but by local efforts such as
Pathways2Teaching. School districts growing their own teacher workforce is a great way to
chip away at the shortage, and it has the added bonus of fostering a teacher workforce that
understands issues in the kinds of schools they went through. CU is committed to doing its
part to address this critical issue facing our communities, state and country, and we're proud
to have people such as Margarita Bianco on the front lines.
For feedback, contact officeofthepresident@cu.edu [10]
Sincerely,

Bruce Benson
President
To receive President Benson's monthly newsletter, email us atcontact@cu.edu[11].
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